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A New Market Study, titled “Consumer Floriculture Market Upcoming Trends, Growth Drivers and
Challenges” has been featured on WiseGuyReports.

PUNE, MARKETERSMEDIA, INDIA, October 21, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Summary

A New Market Study, titled “Consumer Floriculture Market Upcoming Trends, Growth Drivers and
Challenges” has been featured on WiseGuyReports.

This report provides in depth study of “Consumer Floriculture Market” using SWOT analysis i.e.
Strength, Weakness, Opportunities and Threat to the organization. The Consumer Floriculture
Market report also provides an in-depth survey of key players in the market which is based on
the various objectives of an organization such as profiling, the product outline, the quantity of
production, required raw material, and the financial health of the organization.

This market report offers a comprehensive analysis of the global Consumer Floriculture market.
This report focused on Consumer Floriculture market past and present growth globally. Global
research on Global Consumer Floriculture Industry presents a market overview, product details,
classification, market concentration, and maturity study. The market value and growth rate from
2019-2025 along with industry size estimates are explained.

Floriculture is a branch of horticulture addressing flower and ornamental plant cultivation and
propagation of flowering plants for gardens, greenhouses, nurseries and landscapes comprising
the floral industry. Floriculture crops include bedding plants, houseplants, flowering gardens and
potted plants, cut cultivated greens, and cut flowers.

Key manufacturers are included based on company profile, sales data and product specifications
etc.:
Dümmen Orange
Syngenta Flowers
Finlays
Beekenkamp
Karuturi
Oserian
Selecta One
Washington Bulb
Arcangeli Giovanni & Figlio
Carzan Flowers
Rosebud
Kariki
Multiflora
Karen Roses
Harvest Flower
Queens Group
Ball Horticultural

http://www.einpresswire.com


Request a Free Sample Report @ https://www.wiseguyreports.com/sample-request/3906758-
global-consumer-floriculture-market-data-survey-report-2013-2025

Overview:
Floriculture is a division of horticulture where special care is taken to produce flowers of top-
grade. It starts right from cultivation and checks on the management of flowering, ornamental
ones, and foliage plants that are targeted for gardens and floristry. The global market for
consumer floriculture is all set to gain significant traction with growing consumer awareness
about the quality of flowers and their various impacts in diverse industries. The idea of
floriculture covers myriad applications, which is for sure would give the market substantial
traction in the coming days.

The entire spectrum of floriculture comprises proper handling of various aspects of bud and
flower creation, budding & grafting, grow-room requirements, plant nutrition, pest management,
breeding new cultivars/strains, irrigation, greenhouse needs, and marketing & selling. These
flowers can then be used in the market as raw materials for diverse end user industries like
pharmaceutical and cosmetics, along with personal care industries. Such industries always look
for genuine products without any impurities that are why the demand for such is growing on a
large scale.

The consumer floriculture market is thriving on the basis of a steady flow of investment that
would include securing a significant amount of funding from government and private investors
both. Various training institutes are also coming up to teach farmers how to efficiently handle
flowers as states have started realizing the potential of consumer floriculture. However, the
market may find some hindrance in the form of the decay of flowers. Once detached from the
source, these flowers die pretty soon and it requires proper storing.

Segmentation:
The global market for consumer floriculture makes a solid foundation for the study on the basis
of a segmentation that includes type and application. Both these segments are enriched with
various data related to factors that can build the market in the coming days by impacting the
revenue generation process in a positive way.

By type, the market for consumer floriculture includes cut flowers, bedding plants, potted plants,
and others. Such segmentation would ensure a better understanding of the global market for
consumer floriculture.

By application, the market for consumer floriculture would depend on personal use, gift,
conference & activities, and others.

Regional Analysis:
Europe, as a market for consumer floriculture, is growing at a notable speed. The region has
several countries with ample floriculture farms and its consumption of flowers is also
substantial. The regional market is thriving on the technology used by various experts. North
America is also following the same trail and is making substantial expenditure to ensure that the
end user sectors get ample support from the consumer floriculture supplies. In the Asia Pacific
region, the prospect for the market is quite substantial and depends on the technological
upliftment that has been introduced by various governments using several collaborations and
private interests.
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